Additional comments:

The thesis under review examines default fees and their influence on optimal leverage of the company.

The author gives a short review of existing research devoted to the topic, which covers certain aspects of optimal capital structure models, actual modelling process and concept of default fees. The review is somewhat chaotic and lacks justification of choice of specific theories and models being analysed.

The suggested topic is described as being highly important, however justification of such importance for either scientific, or practical reasons is missing. The aim and objectives of the thesis are defined relatively clear however seem to be narrower than actual topic and sometimes not in line with it or subsequent analysis, with no justification of such practice being presented (e.g. only one class of optimal leverage structure theories (trade-off theories) is analysed; the objective is stated as “modelling firm value for different leverage levels taking into account default events and subsequent default fees”, but the model output is optimal capital structure curve showing dependence of optimal leverage upon default costs). The structure of the thesis is clear, however narrowing the topic and analysed parameters within the thesis is not always properly justified which leads to questionable conclusions.

The author demonstrates good Matlab programming skills and knowledge of program mechanics. However the research described in the thesis lacks interpretation and justification on all its stages from
underlying assumptions to interpreting results. The model suggested by the author is based upon statistics for US market, and then is applied to European market, which is later used by the author as explanation of inconsistent results. Many assumptions which form the base of the model are not justified (number of simulated periods, company performing better than average, earnings distribution pattern, etc.), the data gathered for construction of the model and testing it are not uniform, which is not justified and then serves as an explanation of the fact that practical implementation of the model produces different results from those anticipated.

The layout of the thesis meets most requirements with exception of graphs and charts: They sometimes lack proper axis/column labels and require additional formatting.

Master thesis of Maxim Sagaidak meets the requirements of Master in corporate finance program, and deserves a “good” grade, thus the author can be given the desired degree.
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